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COMPANY PROFILE: 

Kalinga Packers Pvt. Ltd. is corrugated boxes manufacturing firm. Its managing 

director and the main promoter Mr. Abani Kumar Kanungo, the man with broad 

vision and a pleasing personality took the initiative of the industry. He believes 

‘sky is the limit’ and with that vision he promoted the company in 1982 and the 

growing demand of his product rightly proved that packaging is an endurable 

weapon of the consumers. With that vision and vigor now the company is 

garlanded with success and one of the leading industries in Odisha and at the 

same time recognized in the national level. 

Products of our company enjoy excellent reputation for its quality, performance 

and service. So far as Kalinga packers marketing of the finished product are 

concerned the prospects are also bright and may be very optimistic about it. As 

regard finance by ORISSA STATE FINANCE CORPORATION (OSFC) 

and land finance by INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

(IDCO) to set up Kalinga Packers industry and run it. In one line it can be said 

that the company is quite viable in Odisha. Highlighting the cream customer of 

KPPL is the government of Odisha and private sectors of inside and outside the 

states. KPPL unit has been registered with Ministry of Defense Government of 

India, New Delhi for supply of cardboard boxes to the units under their control. 

Within 33 years of time it had won the confidence and repute in both Govt. and 

private sector organizations.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Our major clientele contains of: 

                                                                          

                                                    

               

 

                                                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Most items at your favorite supermarket, discount store, or shopping mall were 

safely delivered in boxes made of corrugated cardboard, and many are displayed 

in the same boxes, which were manufactured so they could be opened and used 

for this purpose.  

Corrugated cardboard is a stiff, strong, and light-weight material made up of 

three/five/ seven  layers of brown Kraft paper. No other packaging material 

offers the benefits of corrugated boxes . It maximizes protection while being 

space efficient; it is outstandingly versatile and has a fast design-to-delivery 

turn around. Add to this the economic benefits arising from increased 

production efficiency in the industry, and you can see why corrugated 

packaging is hard to beat. A vast programmer of research and development is 

leading to more economic products and more responsive customer service.  

 

Above all the industry listens whether you need to improve food preservation, 

protect electronic devices, or find more economic ways to distribute and store 

products, the corrugated packaging industry continues to discover new and 

surprising answers.  

 

These are the key reasons why corrugated packaging is so popular. Wherever it 

can be used, it usually is more than two thirds of the world’s retailed 

commodities are packed and transported in it - more than all other types of 

packaging put together.  

 

 

                          



 

 

Quality Policy: 

Kalinga Packers is committed to understanding and meeting our customer needs 

and expectations. 

We will achieve this by: 

1) Conscious efforts to improve the product quality to consistently cater 

packaging needs by utilizing slate of art manufacturing facilities and 

ensuring the delivery as per the customer expectation. 

 

2) Developing and maintaining open and construction communication with 

our customers, suppliers and employees. 

 

 

3) Developing our manufacturing process capabilities to meet our 

customer’s future requirements. 

 

4) Managing and conducting our business using systems which insures that 

we can respond at all times in professional manner. 

 

 

5) Developing and giving training our people so that they can be fully 

involved  in and had towards achieving this policy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Health and safety Policy: 

Kalinga Packers is committed to providing healthy and safe work 

environment for all its employees, contractors and visitors. 

Our health and safety objectives will be achieve through. 

1) Effective consultation with employees, contractors and visitors regarding 

health and safety manners. 

 

2) To continually improve our health and safety performance we would be 

setting measure objectives. 

 

 

3) The appointment of competent persons to fulfill functions which our 

established of work place safety roles and functions. 

 

4) Assisting individual to understand their responsibilities for implementing 

and maintaining effective health and safety systems and proceed. 

 

 

5) Informing individuals of their obligations to comply with health and 

safety polices systems and regulations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PRODUCTS AND ITS FEATURES: 

Coloured Corrugated Boxes   

We are engaged in manufacturing coloured corrugated boxes which is widely 

used in Pharmaceutical, Electronic products manufacturers, Chemicals industry 

and Food industry. It is offered in various shapes, size and thickness as per 

client demand. Some of its noteworthy features are: Versatile Environment 

friendly Customizable Graphically appealing Cost effective 

Corrugated Packaging Boxes  

We manufacture a corrugated packaging box which is highly appreciated for its 

light weight, high durability and cost effective features. It is widely used in the 

packaging of soft drinks, distillery& breweries, Edible oil, Food processing 

industries , textile yarn, electronic goods, glass, engineering goods and many 

other items. It is produced in compliance of necessary norms and can be 

modified according to client demand. 

Corrugated Paper Boxes  

We are engaged in manufacturing corrugated paper boxes which is known for 

its longevity and environment friendly features. It is widely used in 

Pharmaceutical, Electronic products manufacturing and Chemical industry. It is 

manufactured in accordance of requisite standards and can be delivered within 

given time frame. 

Customized Corrugated Boxes  

We offer wide range of customized corrugated boxes which is renowned among 

our valued clients for its effectual working. Advanced machinery is used in the 

production of our boxes. The machinery includes Rotary Machine, Partition 

Cutter, Board Cutter, Creasing machine, Box stitching and many others. It is 

manufactured in compliance of requisite standard and can be delivered within 

given time. 

 

 



 

 

Corrugated Boxes with Partition  

One can avail from us a wide range of Corrugated Boxes with Partition. These 

Boxes are widely used to pack various types of bottles including, 

pharmaceutical bottles, distilled bottles, drugs and various other bottles. 

Company offers these Corrugated Boxes with Partitions in various sizes and 

also offer customized solution as per the choices of our clients.  We offer these 

Corrugated Boxes with Partitions at most affordable rate. 

White Corrugated Box 

The company has occupied a leading position in manufacturing and supplying a 

diversified range of White Corrugated Boxes. Manufactured from unmatched 

quality materials these White Corrugated Boxes are superb in quality and in 

strength. These White Corrugated Boxes are specially designed as per the 

international standards and are ideal to store and load heavy materials. 

Company offers these White Corrugated Boxes at most reasonable rate. 

Printed Corrugated Boxes 

Being one of the reliable manufactures and suppliers we offer our clients a 

designer range of Printed Corrugated Boxes. Manufactured using premium 

quality materials these Printed Corrugated Boxes are high in strength and 

assures long service life. We implement latest technologies to manufacture these 

Printed Corrugated Boxes and assure our clients for the long service life and 

high loading capacity of our Printed Corrugated Boxes. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

TECHNOLOGY UPGRADATION: 

 Kalinga Packers have  started its new Automatic plant of Chinese 

technology of 5ply corrugation line in 2012 which  produces about 1 lakh 

corrugated boxes per day in a single shift operation. Apart from this it has 

manual operated plant which has a capacity of 400 mt per month. 

 

 Apart from corrugation machine it has now upgraded its technology in 

the field of printing also by adding new printing machine of Chinese 

technology which can produce bi-colour boxes.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 It has now upgraded its technology in the field of Gluing also by adding 

new Gluing/ Stitching  machine of Tiwan technology which can produce 

boxes  in safety & hygienic method required for food & beverage 

industry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regd. Office: 

75, New Industrial Estate, Jagatpur,Cuttack – 754021(Odisha) 

Tel.: 0671-2491646 / 2491523 Fax: 0671 – 2491096 

 E-mail:kalingapacker@yahoo.co.in 
 Website: www.kalingapackers.com 
Factory: Unit-I 

74 & 75, New Industrial Estate, Jagatpur, 
Cuttack – 754021(Odisha) 
Unit-II 
154, New Industrial Estate, Jagatpur, 
Cuttack – 754021 (Odisha) 
Tel.: 0671-2491296 
 
Luis Packaging Pvt. Ltd. 

Regd. Office & factory: 53 & 54, New Industrial Estate, 

 Jagatpur, Cuttack – 754021(Odisha) 

 


